NEWS

Walkers Lawyers named in IFC Powerwomen
Top 200
Walkers has once again been recognized for its strength as a leading international law firm. Six of Walkers' leading lawyers have
been included in this year's CityWealth IFC Powerwomen Top 200.
Global Managing Partner Ingrid Pierce, partners Alison Ozanne, Laura Rogers, Alexandra Woodcock, Denise Wong and senior
counsel Monique Bhullar all appear on the 2018 list.
The IFC Powerwomen Top 200 list focuses on professionals in the global private wealth industry and celebrates powerful
women. It recognises women of achievement who are trailblazers in their field, helping to promote business excellence in their
home jurisdiction and consolidating the reputations of the financial services industry globally.
Clients quoted by CityWealth and the leading legal directories describe Walkers' Powerwomen as follows:
Ingrid Pierce, Cayman Islands
"We have a partner in Ingrid. Her deep knowledge of the industry allows her to fashion solutions that work in the real world and
are tailored to our business. Ingrid brings a unique clarity and efficiency to identifying the issues that really matter. She is also a
pleasure to work with."
Alison Ozanne, Guernsey
"Alison is a consummate professional, versatile of mind, able to provide timely, concise and meaningful legal opinions on the
most complex of fiduciary matters. Her communication skills make her an excellent interface with our UHNW clientele."
Laura Rogers, Singapore
"I have always been highly impressed by Laura’s utmost professionalism and technical competency on legal matters. She is
also blessed with an engaging personality and she has been instrumental in facilitating the warm relationship our firm enjoys with
Walkers."
Alex Woodcock, Cayman Islands
"Alex has been wonderful to work with on our deals. In my practice, we work with many clever and responsive offshore counsels
but Alex and her team help us unknot complex problem and structures with a flourish that I’m sure our clients notice and
appreciate immensely."
Denise Wong, Hong Kong
"Denise is highly-regarded by her peers and widely considered a leading authority in the offshore funds space. She is a
consummate professional who exercises exceptional judgment and character at all times. She understands the commercial
realities and offers practical business oriented solutions."
Monique Bhullar, Cayman Islands
"I have worked with Monique Bhullar for a number of years on unit trust matters and have always found her to be very
professional, commercial in her thinking, responsive, proactive, clear in her drafting, having excellent communication skills and
very easy to work with. Monique is highly regarded for her technical expertise in unit trust matters.:
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